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ABSTRACT
Vehicles are usually equipped with driver assistance systems
such as anti-lock brake, traction control and lateral stability
control systems. Although the forces maneuvering a vehicle are
generated inside the tire contact patch, state of the art control
systems have no feedback directly from the tires. Instead,
observers based on indirect measurements are employed to close
the control loop.
Wireless sensors embedded inside the tires can be used to
extract valuable information from the tire deformations such as
forces. These forces can be used to develop adaptive stability
control systems which update their parameters in real-time
depending on the road and vehicle conditions. Furthermore,
controllers can selectively regulate tire forces by changing
brake/drive torques at each tire.
This paper examines the integration of accelerometer based
tire sensors with lateral stability control system (ESP). Its aim is
to present the main components of a smart-tire enabled ESP and a
preliminary study on potential performance improvements.
NOMENCLATURE:
CoG Center of gravity

a, b

Distances of CoG from the front and rear axles [m]

c

Half track width [m]

r
Iv

Effective radius of the wheel[m]

Iw

Wheel and driveline mass moment of inertia [kgm2]

m
i
j

Vehicle mass [kg]
Index for indicating left and right: j={L,R}

Fx ij

Longitudinal tire forces in the vehicle body frame [N]

Fy ij

Lateral tire forces in the vehicle body frame [N]

Fl ij

Longitudinal tire forces in the wheel body frame [N]

Fc ij

Lateral tire forces in the wheel body frame [N]

vx ij

Long. wheel velocities in the vehicle body frame [m/s]

v y ij

Lateral wheel velocities in the vehicle body frame [m/s]

vwx ij

Long. wheel velocities in the wheel body frame [m/s]

vwy ij

Lateral wheel velocities in the wheel body frame [m/s]

Fdrag

Drag force acting on the vehicle [N]

Froll

Total rolling resistance acting on the vehicle [N]

Vehicle mass moment of inertia in z-axis [kgm2]

Index for indicating front and rear: i={F,L}

TBrk ij

Brake torques for each tire [Nm]

R

Coordinate transformation matrix

k roll i

Front and rear suspension stiffness [N/m]

vCoG

Speed of vehicle CoG [m/s]

g

Gravitational acceleration [m/s2]

ax

Long. Acceleration of the vehicle in inertial frame [m/s2]

ay

Lat. Acceleration of the vehicle in inertial frame [m/s2]

x&, y&

Longitudinal and lateral CoG velocities [m/s]

δF

Front wheel steering [deg]

ψ&

Yaw rate [rad/s]

ωij

Wheel angular velocities [rad/s]

ω& ij

Wheel angular accelerations [rad/s2]

κ ij

Tire slip ratios [%]

α ij

Tire slip angles [deg]

Fz ij

Normal tire forces [N]

β

Vehicle side slip angle [deg]

INTRODUCTION
The goal of a lateral control system is to stabilize a vehicle in
the lateral direction by controlling the yaw rate and the side slip
angle. Active front/rear wheels steering [1, 2] and differential
wheel braking/driving [3, 4, 5] are the main actuation techniques
proposed in the literature for stability control. Various differential
braking strategies based on hierarchical control are illustrated in
[5]. There, uncoupled SISO controllers along with a supervisor
strategy are proposed for guaranteeing the stable and robust
behavior. The lateral control system presented in [6] is a modelbased MIMO system. The control model is based on a complete
four-wheel model in body and inertial coordinate frames. The
control input is the steering wheel angle and a GPS receiver is also
available onboard. The model presented in [7] is a full vehicle
model in body coordinate frame and the control inputs are the
variation of longitudinal forces on each tire.
The knowledge of actual and limit traction forces available
inside the tire contact patch would be very beneficial
independently on the type of control design used. Since the direct
measurement of the generated tire forces inside the contact patch
is a challenging task, the traditional control systems exploit
indirect sensor measurements. A conventional antilock brake
system, for example, uses the change in wheel speeds and
accelerations as feedback in order not to exceed the maximum
available tire forces [24]. Some advanced techniques based on tire
slip and force estimations have been proposed in the literature in
order to operate the tire in the vicinity of the peak force for
minimizing the braking distances These techniques include sliding

mode control [8], model predictive control [9] and non-linear PID
control [10].
Tire sensors can be used to directly measure the tire slip and
the tire forces generated inside the contact patch. Tire sensors
based on different technologies have been previously studied in
the literature. A surface acoustic wave sensor [11] was proposed to
measure the mechanical strains of a tread element inside the
contact patch. The sensor is attached to the liner of the tire and a
pin is used as a lever and inserted into the tread element from
inside the tire for transferring the tread deflections to the sensor’s
substrate. The capacitive sensor in [12] exploits the similarity
between the tire belt structure and an electrical condenser. Tire
deformations change the spacing between the steel wires in the tire
belt and the sensor measures the capacitance change due to the
change in the spacing. The magnetic sensor in [13] is based on the
Hall Effect principle. The motion of a magnet embedded into the
tire tread induces a potential voltage which is monitored by a Hall
sensor. Magnetic sensors are also used to measure the tire sidewall
deflections and estimate tire forces [14]. The longitudinal sidewall
deformation is picked up by two magnetic field sensors that are
mounted to the wheel suspension. The optical sensor consists of
an infrared diode, a lens and a position sensitive detector [15].
The diode placed inside the tire emits infrared light which is
focused on the detector mounted on the rim by means of the lens.
The deflection of the side wall is measured based on the
triangulation principle. The main disadvantage of the optical
sensor is that the tire carcass can move on the rim after one hard
braking and the diode is no longer aligned with the detector. In
this paper we propose to use 3D accelerometers embedded inside
the tire for the identification of tire deflections and estimation of
tire variables [16, 20].
This paper proposes a hierarchical strategy for designing
lateral stability control system which use feedback from
accelerometer based tire sensors. The high level controller (HLC)
determines the amount of brake force necessary for each tire in
order to achieve the desired yaw rate and side slip angle, whereas
the low level controller (LLC) tries to reach the brake forces
requested by the HLC while preventing the saturation of tires.
The system employs a PID type of HLC for tracking the yaw rate
and slip angle references generated by a bicycle model. The HLC
and the LLC are coupled thorough the forces measured by the tire
sensors. The interface between the two controllers employs the
measured longitudinal tire forces as a feedback in order to control
the tire forces more precisely and robustly compared to a
traditional open-loop system.
This paper describes the structure of the control system, the
integration of the various components and the potential impacts of
tire sensors on the design of a lateral stability control system. A
simple scenario is used to roughly quantify the potential
improvements.

STRUCTURE OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM
The structure of the proposed stability control system is
summarized in Fig. 1. The control system is composed of a HLC
and a LLC. The HLC regulates the necessary longitudinal tire
forces to reach the desired yaw rate and side slip angles while the
LLC generates the requested forces using the brake system of the
vehicle.

motor-pump of the hydraulic system to change the pressures
activating the brake clamps independent from the driver's brake.
In order to tune the parameters of the hydraulic system, a
ABS/ESC test-bench which is a replica of the actual hydraulic
system on the test vehicle is employed. During the hardware in the
loop (HIL) simulations at different vehicle maneuvers, the caliper
brake pressures at each wheel are measured and compared with
the pressures requested by the HLC.
The brake torque used in the wheel dynamics are calculated
using the Lu-Gre friction model incorporating Stribeck friction
phenomena [24]. In Eq. (3), Pclp is the caliper pressure, Npad is the
number of active pads, Apad is the area of each pad, vrelative is the
relative velocity between the pad and the brake disc, vstribeck is the
Stribeck velocity and Rpad is the distance between the pad and the
wheel center. A schematic of the disc brake is also presented in
Fig. 2.

FIGURE 1. OVERALL STRUCTURE OF CONTROL SYSTEM

The HLC is based on two PID controllers which use both yaw
rate and side slip angle errors as inputs and generates a torque
request which in turn is distributed to the wheels as desired
longitudinal forces by using a distribution logic [24]. The LLC
tries to track the desired longitudinal forces.
The relationship between the steering wheel angle and the
yaw rate of a bicycle model under steady state conditions, also
known as Ackerman formula, is used to obtain the yaw rate
reference. In Eq.(1), δ is the steering angle, L is the length of the
vehicle and ρ is equal to the ratio between the longitudinal
velocity, vx and the characteristic velocity, vch.

ψ& Ack =

vx δ
1+ ρ 2 L

v

Tbrk = Pclp N pad Apad µdyn tanh relative  R pad
 vstribeck 

(3)

FIGURE 2. SCHEMATIC OF THE DISC BRAKE

A four-wheel vehicle model is employed to simulate the
vehicle rigid body dynamics. Fig. 3 shows kinematic and dynamic
variables in vehicle and wheel body coordinate frames.

(1)

The reference yaw rates are assumed to be saturated and the
saturation limits are determined by using the maximum
accelerations that a vehicle can achieve without sliding on the
roadway. The limits of the vehicle side slip angle are determined
as a cubic function of ρ following Eq. (2) [17]. Coefficients of the
cubic function k1, k2 and k3 are determined empirically.

2(k1 − k2 ) ρ 3 − 3(k1 − k2 ) ρ 2 + k1

β max = 


k2

vx < vch
vx ≥ vch

(2)

The LLC, enclosed inside the dotted box in Fig. 1, controls
the brake actuators of the vehicle by increasing, decreasing or
maintaining the brake caliper pressures depending on the
requested longitudinal forces. The brake system is composed of
three parts, namely an electronic unit, a hydraulic system and disc
brakes. The electronic unit controls the electro-valves and the

FIGURE 3. TEST VEHICLE

The dynamics equations of motion of a 3-DoF vehicle model
are presented in Eq. (4) along with the dynamics equation of the
rotating wheels.
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The velocities of the wheel centers are calculated in the
vehicle body coordinate frame and transformed into wheel body
frame as presented in Eq. (5).
vwx FL
v
 wy FL

vwx RL
vwy RL

vwx FR 
v x FL
vwy FR   R(δ F ) 0 v y FL
=

vwx RR   0
I  v x RL
v y RL
vwy RR 
(
)
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vhc
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v y FR 

v x RR 
v y RR 
0 0  x& − cψ&
0 0  y& + aψ&

1 0  x& − cψ&

0 1  y& − bψ&

rωij − vl ij
max(rωij , vl ij )
 vc ij 


 vl ij 

α ij = tan −1 

Fl FR 
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x& + cψ& 
y& + aψ& 

x& + cψ& 
y& − bψ& 

(6)

(7)

Fz RL
Fz RR

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF VEHICLE MODEL
The four wheel vehicle model used in the simulations for the
development of the lateral stability control system is verified
experimentally. The test vehicle, Alfa Romeo 159, is driven to
execute a step change maneuver on an asphalt road with a friction
coefficient of 0.9. The initial velocity of the test car is set to
80kph. The steering wheel angle and the brake caliper pressures
measured during the tests are used as inputs to the vehicle model,
as presented in Fig. 4. Results show that the vehicle model
generates similar results as the actual vehicle in terms of the main
lateral dynamics outputs of the vehicle, i.e. the lateral acceleration
and the yaw rate.

(8)

The tire forces are estimated using longitudinal and lateral
Pacejka tire models [21] along with the slip variables, tire-road
friction coefficient and normal tire forces at each tire:
Fl ij = f Lon (κ ij , α ij , µ , Fz ij )
Fc ij = f Lat (κ ij , α ij , µ , Fz ij )

(11)

Vehicle CoG speed is estimated by using either the wheel
speeds or the dynamic equations of the rigid body motion
according to the driving mode, i.e. acceleration, deceleration,
cornering and steady state driving as described in [19].

Fz FL =
Fz FR

(10)

Observers are designed to estimate vehicle side slip angle and
the speed of the vehicle CoG based on the sensor outputs. Vehicle
side slip angle is estimated using the accelerometer and yaw rate
measurements expressed in inertial frame as presented in Eq. (11)
and the details of which are described in [17].
β = ∫  − sin(β ) + y −ψ&  dt
vx
 vx


During acceleration/deceleration and cornering maneuvers,
the normal tire forces at each tire are estimated by using the
dynamic load transfer equations as presented in Eq. (8)
ma y h
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−
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(5)

The slip ratio and slip angle of each tire are calculated as
presented in Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), respectively, based on the
definitions given in [18].

κ ij =

Estimated tire forces are transformed back to vehicle
coordinate frame using Eq. (10).

(9)
FIGURE 4. VEHICLE MODEL VALIDATION

Since a suspension model is not included in the employed
vehicle model, the oscillations of the actual car taking place after
3.5 seconds are not captured by the four wheel model as shown in
the yaw rate and the lateral acceleration plots in Fig. 4.
FORCE BASED FEEDBACK CONTROL FOR LOW
LEVEL CONTROL SYSTEM
Many passenger vehicles are not equipped with calliper
pressure sensors. For this reason the low level controller cannot
operate based on calliper pressure feedback. A force based
feedback control approach is employed to integrate the HLC and
LLC to have a direct feedback from the tire contact patch.
Accelerometer based tire sensors can provide an accurate
estimation of the longitudinal tire forces by measuring the normal
tire forces and the tire-road friction coefficient and using them in
the tire models in real-time.
The part of Fig. 1 drawn in dark color represents the closed
loop HLC control which generates force requests at every time
step, e.g. 50 msec. The part of Fig 1 inside the dotted box
represents the closed loop LLC which runs at a faster rate, e.g. 2
msec, and provides the longitudinal forces requested by the HLC.

FIGURE 6. COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR THE TIRE

The measured acceleration profiles in the lateral and
longitudinal directions can be utilised to estimate the slip variables
and horizontal tire forces, whereas the acceleration profiles in the
radial direction can be used to estimate the normal forces. By
using the estimated variables, the tire-road friction coefficient can
also be determined. For the tire-road friction estimation, tire
based systems are advantageous compared to vehicle based
systems since they could potentially work under steady state
operating conditions by measuring small deflections directly from
the tire. This simply prevents the load transfer effects of
acceleration, deceleration and cornering manoeuvres during the
estimation process.
Normal Force Estimation
Radial accelerometer measures the centripetal acceleration as
the wheel rotates about its axis. As the sensor approaches to the
contact patch, the radial accelerometer also measures the tire
deformation due to the reaction forces acting on the carcass from
the ground. A typical radial acceleration profile measurement
before and after filtering is presented in Fig. 7.

FIGURE 5. FORCE BASED FEEDBACK CONTROL

The performance of the interface based on force feedback is
simulated on HIL system and tested on the actual vehicle, as well.
A typical performance of the force feedback control approach in a
computer simulation is presented in Fig. 5 for the front left wheel
of the vehicle during a standard 90/90 maneuver on an asphalt
road having a friction coefficient of 0.9. The black curve, in Fig. 5
shows the reference longitudinal tire forces requested by the HLC,
whereas the red curve shows the longitudinal force provided by
the LLC. An experimental model of the hydraulic brake system is
used in this simulation. Results show that the LLC can reliably
follow the requests by the HLC.
MEASUREMENT OF TIRE NORMAL FORCE AND
FRICITON COEFICENT USING TIRE SENSORS
We use a wireless accelerometer sensor embedded inside the
tire to measure the accelerations of viscoelastic tire deformations
with respect to the inertial frame. These deformations take place in
three different directions, as shown in Fig. 6. [20]

(A)

(B)

FIGURE 7. RADIAL ACCELERATION SIGNALS (A) BEFORE
AND (B) AFTER LOW PASS FILTERING

One way to estimate the normal forces is to measure the
contact patch length in every cycle. If the contact patch is assumed
to be perfectly flat and the standing waves on the carcass of the
tire are neglected, the accelerometer should measure gravitational
acceleration, g in the radial direction once the accelerometer
enters the contact patch. This is due to the fact that once inside the
tire contact patch, sensor does not move with respect to the ground
and stays standstill as the whole wheel body rolls over it. This
implies that the portion of the profile having an acceleration of g
can be used for the measurement of contact lengths which in turn
enable the estimations of normal tire forces by calculating the

maximum vertical deflection ∆R as given in Eq. (4) and using an
equivalent nonlinear spring model as shown in Fig. 8.
∆R = R − R 2 − a 2

(4)

yb =

Fy
2 cbend

xb2 +

F
M z′
xb + y
c yaw
clat

(6)

The lateral force Fy and the aligning moment M'z acting on the
tire form the portion of the equatorial line inside the contact patch
in three different ways, i.e. shifts this portion in the lateral
direction and also yaws and bends it about the normal axis as
depicted in Fig. 9.

FIGURE 8. MAXIMUM RADIAL DEFLECTION AND NORMAL
FORCE ESTIMATION

However, in practice embedded accelerometers are also
affected by the vibrations coming from the roadway when they are
inside the contact patch. Imperfect filtering process and
accelerometer biases also affect the ideal case described in the
previous paragraph. Therefore the estimation of the contact length
based on the detection of the constant gravitational acceleration is
not straightforward.
An alternative practical approach consists of directly
correlating the normal tire forces with the width of the low pass
filtered radial acceleration signal in the vicinity of the peak point
as described in [25]. Since the applied normal force changes the
contact length and this in turn changes the width of the radial
acceleration profile, this approach can be used to estimate the
normal tire forces. A correlation function between the signal
width and the normal force can be formulated for different
operating conditions by extensive experimental tests.
Friction Coefficient Estimation
The tire-road friction coefficient is defined as the maximum
normalized traction force, i.e. the maximum value of the ratio
between the horizontal and normal tire forces as presented in Eq.
(5). The horizontal traction force FH can be represented in terms
of lateral, Fx and longitudinal, Fy tire forces [18].

µ :=

FH
=
FV

Fx2 + Fy2

(5)

FV

We propose to estimate the tire-road friction coefficient by
using the lateral tire deflection profile. This estimation is based on
the measured lateral acceleration profile. The estimation of the
tire-road friction coefficient depends on the estimation of the
lateral tire force and the slip angle. The lateral tire force is
obtained by using a parabolic relationship with the lateral
deflections in the contact patch [21]:

FIGURE 9. JUSTIFICATION OF PARABOLIC FUNCTION

The parabolic function models these three types of
deformations by representing the lateral shift, yaw and bending
deformations with a constant, a first order and a second order
terms, respectively. In other words, the lateral force directly
affects the off-set and the slope of the deflection curve through the
constant and the second order terms, while the aligning moment
gives rise to the asymmetric shape of the curve through the first
order term. The coefficients of the parabolic function are assumed
to be proportional to the generated lateral force and the aligning
moment. The coefficients cbend, cyaw and clat are known as the
proportionality constants used in the model. The tire slip angle is
estimated as the slope of the lateral deflection curve at the leading
edge of the contact patch [22].
The estimated slip angle and the lateral force are then used in
a tire brush model to estimate the tire-road friction coefficient.
The proposed friction estimation methodology has been evaluated
experimentally in [23] using a piezoelectric tire sensor measuring
the uncoupled lateral carcass deflection and promising friction
estimation results have been achieved.
The same estimation methodology has been proposed and
implemented for accelerometer based tire sensors and preliminary
tire-road friction estimation results are also encouraging.
INTEGRATION OF TIRE SENSORS WITH THE VEHICLE
STABILITY CONTROL SYSTEM
Accelerometer based tire sensors can be used as a normal tire
force sensor and a tire-road friction sensor. The enhanced vehicle
stability control system can achieve significantly better
performance than a conventional vehicle stability control system if
the normal tire force sensor and the tire-road friction sensor are
accurate. In fact, traditional vehicle stability control systems use
only indirect effect to take into account for the road surface
conditions that the vehicle travels on and the amount of current
payload that the vehicle carries.

The accelerometer based tire sensors can make a stability
control system both road and load adaptive, while increasing its
effectiveness in a wide sweep of emergency driving conditions. It
also simplifies the control design by requiring less open-loop
control action and corresponding involved tuning.

percent. These simulations are executed for the same standard
double lane change maneuver on dry asphalt having a friction
coefficient of 0.9. Static normal tire force information for each tire
is assumed to be available to the controller when integrated with
the tire sensors. The maximum side slip angle is again decreases
more than 1o and the oscillations especially after 5th second are
reduced to some degree.
Note that these simulations are executed for our experimental
vehicle (a relatively stable sport car) and the benefits can be even
higher for less stable vehicles such as commercial vehicles. The
simulations clearly represent an upper bound on the potential
benefit for the type of vehicle and maneuver considered. We are in
the process of validating with experiments the effect of noise and
uncertainties on the closed loop behavior.

FIGURE 10. ROAD ADAPTIVE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The performances of two different control systems are
compared. The first controller is a conventional control system
which operates on default friction coefficient settings fixed at a
nominal value. The second controller is an adaptive control system
whose friction coefficient information is updated by the integrated
tire sensor measurements. The simulations presented in Fig.10 are
executed for a vehicle which is travelling at the speed of 110 [kph]
and performing a standard double lane change maneuver (ATI
90/90). The car travels on a roadway with a friction coefficient of
0.3 in both simulations; however one system knows exactly what
the friction coefficient is and operates accordingly whereas the
other one is set to a nominal value (0.5) and operates indifferent to
surface condition changes.
Results show that the knowledge of road surface friction helps
the reference generator calculate a better side slip angle and yaw
rate reference which eventually leads to a better performance of
the adaptive controller. When the tire sensors are available
onboard for the measurement of the friction coefficient, the
maximum value of the side slip angle decrease about 1o and the
vehicle is be able to track the desired yaw rate reliably.
If the tire sensor measures only normal tire forces a load
adaptive control system can also be designed when tire sensors are
utilized as normal force sensors. The load transfer equations are
used to estimate the changes in normal forces on each tire.
However, these equations cannot provide any information about
the static load change of the vehicle. Tire sensors can be used to
estimate the current static normal forces on each tire during a
steady state driving.
Figure 11 demonstrates the performance change of the control
system when the total mass of the vehicle is increased about 20

FIGURE 11. LOAD ADAPTIVE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a hierarchical strategy for designing lateral
stability control system which use feedback from accelerometer
based tire sensors. We have described the structure of the control
system, the integration of the various components and the
potential impacts of tire sensors on the design of a lateral stability
control system.
In particular accelerometer based tire sensors are proposed to
measure the normal tire forces and the tire-road friction coefficient
in order to achieve an accurate estimation of the longitudinal tire
forces in real time. Preliminary simulation results and HIL tests
show that the integrated tire sensors can contribute to the
performance of the developed lateral stability control system.
Ongoing research is focused on experimental tests of the
integrated smart-tire enabled lateral stability control system and
the evaluation of potential benefits on low friction coefficients for
a variety of maneuvers.
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